
Contemplative Prayer 

 

Dear Holy People of God, 

 

Praise be Jesus Christ, both now and forever.  

 

Last week, we called attention to the value of silence in Contemplative Prayer. I ended by pointing out 

that the silence that we talk about in Contemplative Prayer is not just the absence of speech, or, more 

pointedly, of noise. Such an absence is the first step. It is an opening, a necessary opening which cannot 

be downplayed. That is the precise reason why Contemplative Prayer demands a withdrawal from the 

"crowd," whatever that crowd might be. And Jesus shows us this in his own life: how often did Our 

Blessed Lord leave the "crowd" to go alone and be with his Father in Prayer! Hence, physical silence is a 

necessary first step, and it begins when we have the courage to exercise the right not to speak, not to 

"know." While it is true that we have the right to knowledge, and hence we listen to news, read 

magazines, sites on the internet, etc., it is likewise the case that we too have the right not to know. In 

other words, we are condemned to have the TV or radio or computer or mobile phone on and active at 

all times. We must have the courage like Jesus, to "go away," to be with God. In effect, we must have 

the courage to be quiet, to become quiet, in a world full of so much talk, so many words, so many 

speeches. To be quiet is not that easy, but it is necessary for silence, for, to be quiet is one thing, to be 

silent is another. To be quiet is the absence of so many words, so much noise. But to be silent, as I 

intimated last week, is not an absence. It is a presence. To be silent is to allow God, who speaks in 

silence, in the silence of my heart, to come alive. 

 

St. Paul writes about this silent presence of God in my heart in his Letter to the Romans, thus: "But the 

righteousness that comes from faith says this: Do not tell yourself you have to bring Christ down - as in 

the text: Who will go up to heaven? or that you have to bring Christ back from the dead - as in the text: 

Who will go down to the underworld? On the positive side it says: the word, that is the faith we 

proclaim, is very near to you, it is on your lips and in your heart. If your lips confess that Jesus is Lord and 

if you believe in your heart that God raised him from the dead, then you will be saved. By believing from 

the heart, you are made righteous; by confessing with your lips you are saved" (Romans 10:6-10). 

 

What is the implication of this text from St. Paul to the Romans? It means that of all the places in the 

world where God is present, the human heart takes precedence. It is from the heart that everything 

begins, and everything flows. But if the heart cannot be silent, if I cannot stay silent and listen to the 

inside, then it becomes impossible or very difficult to discern the voice of God that speaks in the silence 

of my heart. If there is a crisis in Christianity today, I believe that it is not so much about doctrine, 

important as that is, as about spirituality, about the interior life. I think that contemporary men and 

women, by not creating time for silent, Contemplative Prayer, live lives ignoring the core of their being. 

 

And some of the reasons we give for not devoting time for silent Contemplative Prayer could include: 1. 

We do not have time to pray; 2. We are too distracted or easily distracted when we want to pray; 3. We 

feel dry when we pray, nothing moves us; 4. We do not feel we have faith enough to do Contemplative 

Prayer; 5. We are depressed and discouraged. (To be continued, Fr. Maurice) 


